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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like cheese sandwiches!

Tuesday, October 30, 2012

The task of the leader is to get
his people from where they are
to where they have not been.
-Henry A. Kissinger

Get to Know
the Bullstaff!
As told to Cameron Long
~ Daily Bull

Name/Age?
Jonathan Edward Sullivan
Mahan AKA BIG-O, 22.
Year/major/graduation?
4th/Biomed/Spring ‘14
Where are you from?
Orange County, CA
What made you decide on
Tech?
Cheapest engineering school
I got into, and SNOW!
Do you have any plans for
the real world?
Grad school in California, then
work for a bioengineering firm
in San Francisco.
When did you join the Daily
Bull?
Fall 2009

Bathroom Blitz

By Ruben Garcia ~ Not-So-Undercover Mexican

Bathrooms. The porcelain throne that
every President, Pope, Queen, and
Emperor must surrender their digested
food to. The problem is, dear reader,
that we all know not every crapper is
created equal. Some flush when they
want to, others have more suction power
then a hooker with a Hoover, and even
more are just plain gross/scary. In order
to make sure you readers have the best
pooping experience at Michigan Tech,
this reporter has made this review of
loos, Johns, and powder rooms. (Ok,
not that last one. I am not gonna go into a
girls restroom. Public safety, calm down.)
The Library - These restrooms are the
white-bread of restrooms. They are average, dull, mostly clean, and stereotypically fine. Unless it is finals week. When
finals come around getting into one of
these bad boys is harder then getting into
that one girl’s pants (you know the one I
am talking about...). The library’s silence
creeps into these bathrooms and librarians are known to shush people that are
too loud while taking care of business.
Fisher Bathrooms - The Russian roulette
of bathrooms. These bathrooms can
either be heaven on earth or Satan’s
butt-hole. Walk into one and you should
immediately tell which is which by smell

alone. For some reason, the bathrooms
that are most frequently used are the
ones most often not clean. BEWARE
READERS: CHECK TO SEE IF THERE IS TOILET PAPER BEFORE YOU SQUAT. These
bathrooms are known to run low from
time to time and nobody wants to get
caught with their pants down. However,
the second story Fisher Men’s bathroom
has a wall in which people wrote their
hometowns while at the urinal. The result
is a variable who’s who of pissers.

Rekhi Bathrooms - Perfect for selfconscious CS majors, or people who
just want their damn privacy, these
bathrooms only have one urinal that is
located immediately adjacent to a stall.
I think this was designed to give the
CS people the closed confined space
they are used to. These bathrooms
are perfect for guys, as the urinal is
almost always pristine. But the stalls? A
completely different matter. God has
abandoned the stalls in Rekhi. Use at
your own risk.
MUB Bathrooms (3rd floor) – This is
where kings go to shit. Chrome and automation are everywhere. I am surprised
that they don’t teleport the crap directly
out of your bowels. The toilets are kept
100% clean. The water is never spurting
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What do you like most
about the Daily Bull?
The Daily Bull has a very resee Really on back

Pic o’ the Day

Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Buy One Medium Pizza, Get
Another Medium for Half Price!
www.thestudiopizza.com

May the force be with you and prosper.
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out of the faucet, and everything is as
sterilized as a surgery room. I felt bad
stepping into the place, let alone taking
a poo there. The only problem is the
automation may decide your time is
up and attempt to disembowel you
by flushing preemptively.

laxed atmosphere and I like the If you could be a superhero, who
humor that comes from the group. would you be?
Shadow Cat, from the X-men. Or
Where do you get your inspiration atleast have her powers anyway.
for articles?
The internet, especially the BBC and Any phobias?
Yahoo news.
Slight paranoia, I guess. Oh. and
NEEDLES. FUCK needles.
What eboard positions have you
held?
What Olympic event would you
Comp Editor for two years and cur- like to try?
rently EIC.
Snowboardcross, for sure.

The Hidden Bathroom – This bathroom
is hidden, and for good reason. While
the MUB 3rd floor bathrooms are
nice in that they are as shiny as the
new IPad 5gs with optional midget,
this bathroom affords something no
other bathroom can: privacy. It is a
single-suite, locks, and is located in a
hidden part of campus that sees little
to no foot traffic. It is said that to find
this bathroom, you must be blessed by
the albino squirrel, have eaten some of
the bark off the EERC tree, ridden in a
golden boat of some sort, and have
smelted some iron with a Blair Witch/
Warlock. If you have done these things,
dear reader, you will have access to
the best pooping experience Tech
has to offer.
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Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.48)
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication is
printed on. We would also like to thank the Student
Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper and toner
costs. And our vuvuzelas.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu
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What are your hobbies?
Stereotypical ‘pick-five-things-toAnime, cosplay, video games, and have-on-a-desert-island’ question.
Knife, midget weasel, bullhead.gif
deep-sea fishing.
mask, flare gun, infinite supply of fire
Do you have a favorite condiment? starters.
ALL OF THE RANCH.
What’s your favorite curse word?
What’s your favorite place you’ve Fuckdamn shitcunts!
been?
Sitka, Alaska
Favorite and least favorite words?
Delicious and malleable.
Where would you most like to go?
What sound or noise do you love?
Japan and Ireland
The moogle mail noise.
What’s your specialty when cooking?
What was your favorite childhood
Pot stickers - my own recipe.
cartoon?
Invader Zim
Favorite live show you’ve seen?
Morning Musume LOL J-POP
If heaven exists, what would you
like St. Peter to say to you at the
If you owned a huge yacht, what pearly gates?
Thank God that’s over with.
would you name it?
Motion of the Ocean
Jon is our Editor in Chief, aka Dictator
Pick one musician/artist/group/ 2.0. Check back next Tuesday to
band to listen to for the rest of meet another member of our staff!
your life.
Sirenia. Any singer, especially Ailyn.
Everyone has a movie that they’ll
watch on tv no matter how many
times they’ve seen it; what’s yours?
Jurassic Park

